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FY 2017 PEER Reports 
 

 

Report #605: A Review of the Procurement and Implementation of the Division of Medicaid’s Non-
Emergency Transportation Brokerage Contract, November 1, 2016 

 

Report #606: FY 2016 Annual Report:  Analysis of Funding for Mississippi Charter Schools and the 
Charter School Authorizer Board, December 13, 2016 

 

Report #607: 2016 Update on Financial Soundness of the Public Employees’ Retirement System and 
Status of the Mississippi Highway Safety Patrol Retirement System Plan, January 23, 2017 

 

Report #608: Mississippi Department of Corrections’ FY 2016 Cost Per Inmate Day, April 11, 2017 

 

Report #609: Potential Cost Savings from Increasing the Utilization of State Property and Shared 
Support Services, June 13, 2017 

 

Issue Brief #1: Opportunities for Improving the Outcomes of Adult Prison-based Intervention Programs, 
June 2017 
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FY 2017 PEER Report Impacts 
 

Impact:  Procurement and Implementation of Medicaid’s Non-
Emergency Transportation Brokerage Contract 
 

A Review of the Procurement and Implementation of the Division of Medicaid’s Non-
Emergency Transportation Brokerage Contract (Report #605) 

A Medicaid non-emergency transportation (NET) program provides trips to and from scheduled Medicaid-
enrolled provider appointments for eligible Medicaid beneficiaries. Mississippi currently uses the private 
brokerage service delivery model, meaning the state contracts with a private company to connect riders 
with providers of a certain service, in this case non-emergency transportation. In August 2013, the Division 
of Medicaid (DOM) developed a request for proposals for a new NET contract with different requirements 
and performance standards than those of the previous contract. Medical Transportation Management Inc.’s 
(MTM) proposal was approved, and it has provided NET services since July 1, 2014.  

Concerns had been raised about complaints the DOM had received from NET stakeholders during the 
current contract, as well as about the process used to secure the current contract, access to and quality of 
services provided to NET beneficiaries, and complaint- resolutions processes.  

PEER sought to find out how Mississippi procures the contract for the program, ensures timely and 
appropriate services to eligible beneficiaries, and how it handles complaints and appeals for the 
stakeholders of the NET program.  

The Division of Medicaid met state Procurement requirements for awarding the NET contract.  However, it 
could be missing an opportunity to increase cost competition for the contract and save the State money on 
the NET program by not assigning a greater weight to cost in the formula for evaluating bids.  While both 
the DOM and MTM have methods in place to help ensure quality of services for beneficiaries and to ensure 
performance standards are met, MTM has fallen short in meeting some performance standards every 
month of the contract period.  Per the contract, the DOM has assessed MTM liquidated damages every 
month since the contract began.  

Only 1% of NET complaints analyzed by PEER staff originated from transportation providers.  However, 
based on information provided by DOM staff, they receive more complaints from transportation providers 
than formally documented.  Therefore, the clarity of the complaints and grievances process with MTM for 
transportation providers could be improved since they do not have a direct contractual relationship with the 
DOM.  

In the spring of 2017, the Division of Medicaid released an FRP to procure a new NET transportation 
brokerage contract. 
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Implementation Actions 

According to the Division of Medicaid, it considered the following improvements to the oversight and 
management of the NET program by: 

• including a per member per month payment methodology focused on service delivery; 
 

• increasing of utilization of technology to validate trip compliance; 
  

• requiring a daily trip and claims data uploads to its contracted fiscal agent; 
  

• notifying the contractor in writing of the required modifications within the complaints and grievances program 
section of the transportation provider handbook; 
 

• requiring a separate form with a signature that outlines the complaints, grievances and appeals process; 
 

• analyzing data to make it comparable from contract to contract; and 
 

• considering assigning a greater weight to bidders cost proposals. 
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Impact:  Funding for Charter Schools and the Charter School 
Authorizer Board 

 

FY 2016 Annual Report:  Analysis of Funding for Mississippi Charter Schools and the Charter 
School Authorizer Board (Report #606) 

According to the U.S. Department of Education, a public charter school is a “publicly funded school that is 
typically governed by a group or organization under a legislative contract (or charter) with the state or 
jurisdiction.” Mississippi law establishes all charter schools as part of the state’s public school system. The 
Mississippi Charter School Authorizer Board (MCSAB) is the sole authorizing body for charter schools and 
is responsible for oversight of operations.    

MISS. CODE ANN. § 37-28-3(1) (1972) outlines general purposes of charter schools, including such goals 
as closing achievement gaps between high-performing and low- performing groups of students and 
increasing high-quality educational opportunities for all students, especially those with a likelihood of failure. 
In alignment with the act, the contracts between charter schools and the MCSAB establish a clear emphasis 
on expanding educational opportunities for “underserved students.”  

PEER reviewed the first two charter schools to have completed one year of serving students (2015–16) 
and evaluated the sufficiency of funding for charter schools and the efficacy of the state formula for 
authorizer funding. Although part of its mandate, because charter schools only began operations in the 
state in 2015, PEER did not in this report make suggested changes in state law or policy to strengthen 
charter schools.  

For FY 2016, Midtown Public and Reimagine Prep Received state and local support payments in a manner 
consistent with payments to other school districts that receive MAEP funds and with the Jackson Public 
School District. 

Under state law, the MCSAB receives 3% of annual per-pupil allocations received by charter schools from 
state and local sources. For FY 2016 this percentage did not generate sufficient revenue to support board 
activities. Until charter school enrollment reaches a level sufficient for this 3% fee— combined with any 
gifts, grants, or donations the MCSAB receives—to fully fund board operations, supplemental legislative 
funding will continue to be required.  

MCSAB should adopt regulations requiring all state charter schools to report quarterly and annual financials 
in the format required by the Mississippi Department of Education’s (MDE) accounting manual for public 
school districts. Adoption and enforcement would facilitate any future comparison of charter and public 
school expenditures.  

Implementation Actions 

The Mississippi School Authorizer Board (MCSAB) reviewed the PEER Committee’s report and stated it 
would take the following action by: 

• working with the charter schools and the Mississippi Department of Education to establish a link between the 
Mississippi local school district accounting manual’s chart of accounts and the chart of accounts used by each 
charter school. 
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Impact:  Retirement Financial Soundness 

 

The Public Employees’ Retirement System: 2016 Update on Financial Soundness, Delays 
in Application Processing, and Legal Issues (Report #607) 

The majority of Mississippi public employees and/or their beneficiaries receive their retirement benefits from 
the Mississippi Public Employees’ Retirement System (PERS). State law requires PEER to report to the 
Legislature on the financial soundness of PERS.  

“Financial soundness” should be defined not as a point-in-time comparison of assets and liabilities, but as 
a multifaceted construct involving an understanding of the role of actuarial soundness in judging financial 
health, a broadly defined view of affordability that encompasses sustainability in light of all relevant 
environmental conditions, and an understanding of the role of risk and investment management in the long-
term financial health of the system.  

This report provided a concise overview of where the system currently stands financially, looks into the 
recent delays in processing of applications for service retirement benefits, and provides an update on recent 
legal actions involving states’ attempts to modify retirement benefits for pension systems’ members and 
retirees.  

Following are brief updates on the PERS plan’s actuarial soundness, sustainability, risk management, and 
investment management, including any effects from the recent changes in actuarial assumptions: 

• Actuarial Soundness—Over the past 5- and 10-year periods, the PERS actual average annual payroll increase 
has fallen below the actuarial model’s projected 3.75% rate of salary increase.  Additionally, from FY 2006 through 
FY 2016, the ratio of active members to retired members has decreased by approximately one-third, driven by the 
increasing number of retirees and the decreasing number of active members.  
 

• Sustainability—The current PERS funding policy is designed to address the past volatility of employer contribution 
rates within the system by setting the employer contribution rate percentage to a fixed rate of 15.75% of annual 
compensation. The policy also targets an 80% funding level by 2042, while still reducing the plan’s unfunded 
actuarial accrued liability. In addition to these effects, the funding policy will have the effect of creating more long-
term sustainability within the system. 
 

• Risk Management—The PERS funding ratio is now 60%, a decrease from 61.4% as of June 30, 2015. Actuarial 
projections show that the PERS Board’s originally adopted model’s funding goals of an 80% minimum funding ratio 
in 2042 will not be achieved.  As of June 30, 2016, the funding ratio in 2042 was projected to be 63.9%. 
 

• Investment Management—For fiscal year 2016, the PERS plan’s combined investment portfolio experienced a 
return of 3.5%, and the market value of the system’s assets was approximately $24.8 billion. For fiscal year 2016, 
the PERS Board of Trustees adopted changes to the asset allocation model, reducing the target for U.S. 
investment by 3% and increasing the target for global investment by 3%.   

Current actuarial projections show the funding level projections of the MHSPRS plan will be below the 60% 
threshold set in the plan’s current funding policy.  The MHSPRS Board or the Legislature will need to 
address the funding status of the plan in the near future.   

Implementation Actions 

The Public Employees’ Retirement System Board of Trustees, in conjunction with the biennial experience 
review, made adjustments to the actuarial assumptions in an effort to present a more conservative forecast 
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of the system’s future performance.   PERS staff noted that the agency has addressed the application 
processing challenges associated with the agency’s conversion to the Mississippi Automated Retirement 
System (MARS). 
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Impact:  Prison Inmate Costs 

 

Mississippi Department of Corrections’ FY 2016 Cost Per Inmate Day (Report #608) 

During its 1994 special session, the Legislature passed Senate Bill 2005 (now codified as MISS. CODE 
ANN. Section 47-5-1201 et seq. [1972]) to address short- and long-term bed capacity within the state’s 
correctional system. The bill created the State Prison Emergency Construction and Management Board to 
expedite the contracting and construction of proposed public and private prison facilities authorized by the 
bill.  

MISS. CODE ANN. Section 47-5-1211 (3) (a) (1972) states:  

No contract for private incarceration shall be entered into unless the cost of the private 
operation, including the state’s cost for monitoring the private operation, offers a cost 
savings of at least ten percent (10%) to the Department of Corrections for at least the same 
level and quality of service offered by the Department of Corrections.  

The law also required that the state cost per inmate day be certified annually by a certified public accountant 
and that the certified cost be used as the basis for verifying the 10% savings required for private contractor 
costs. Historically, MDOC has taken the cost of operation of similar units and adjusted them to recognize 
economies of scale to arrive at a cost of operation of a 500- or 1,000-bed facility.  

During its 2012 Regular Session, the Legislature passed H.B. 440 (amending MISS. CODE ANN. Section 
47-5-1211 [1972]), which requires the cost per inmate day calculation to occur every two years instead of 
annually and to require development of a current cost-based model for the calculation. This report serves 
as the model for the basis of the cost per inmate day calculation.  

The cost-based model was applied utilizing average MDOC costs, security requirements, and medical 
needs of MDOC’s inmate population housed in state-operated facilities. The cost- based model provides 
MDOC management with the ability to determine MDOC’s costs for any current or proposed privately 
operated prison, which can be used in the negotiation of private prison rates and achieve at least the 10% 
savings required by statute.  

For FY 2016, MDOC’s cost per inmate day for a model facility totaled $49.79 based on the average costs, 
security requirements, and medical needs of MDOC’s inmate population housed in state-operated facilities. 

PEER believes MDOC should negotiate private prison contracts to yield savings significantly greater than 
the 10% required by law.  PEER cautions the reader that, as required by law, the cost figures presented in 
this report represent actual costs to MDOC. State law also requires that private prisons represent at least 
a 10% savings to MDOC’s costs for the same level and quality of services. It should be noted that cost 
savings offered by private prisons may exceed the 10% threshold. Therefore, when negotiating private 
prison payments, items borne solely by the state should be eliminated and due consideration given to 
reducing other costs in which the state bears additional or different costs than the costs incurred by private 
prisons.  
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Impact:  State Property and Shared Services Cost Savings 

  
Potential Cost Savings from Increasing the Utilization of State Property and Shared 

Support Services (Report #609) 

In 2016 several legislative tax and budget review committees questioned whether savings could be realized 
if state agencies currently leasing private office space where to be house in available space within the 
Capitol Complex and, in so doing, whether a shared services model might be implemented.  A shared 
services model is an operational model in which office space, support, and administrative services are 
shared in order to increase cost efficiencies. The Department of Finance and Administration’s Bureau of 
Building, Grounds and Real Property Management indicated to these committees that this type of model 
could be implemented within the Robert E. Lee State Office Building, which currently has 13,309 square 
feet of underutilized space.  

In order to determine whether opportunities exist for placing rent-paying agencies in vacant space in State-
owned buildings, and whether agencies so placed could take advantage of shared services arrangements 
to lower overhead costs, PEER conducted an economy and efficiency review of the State’s current 
utilization of Capitol Complex real estate and appropriated funds used for leased office space. The 
evaluation also examined the potential for implementing a shared services model within the Robert E. Lee 
Building of the Capitol Complex and savings that might be realized.  

Despite the significant real property assets and State-owned office space under Department of Finance 
(DFA) control, state agencies rent a considerable amount of office space. DFA records of January 2017 
show 33 state agencies, boards, and commissions renting 1,078,554 square feet of office space in Hinds, 
Madison and Rankin counties. Overall, these agencies expend about 10.4 million in lease payments to 
private lessors for office space.   

Small health-related professional regulatory boards represent a category of state agencies that could 
potentially be relocated to available space in the Robert E. Lee Building. 

Co-location of several small state agencies in vacant Capitol Complex office space also creates an 
opportunity for shared services arrangements. 

In the event that the DFA determines that there are sufficient benefits to justify relocation of certain agencies 
to the Capitol complex, it should take all necessary steps to relocate such agencies as soon as practicable 
and revise or modify any existing master plans for utilization of vacant Capitol complex space.  DFA should 
continue to work with any co-located agencies to identify additional candidates for shared services 
agreements.   

Implementation Actions 

The Mississippi Department of Finance and Administration (DFA) reviewed the PEER report and concurred 
that there are many benefits to moving several boards and commissions into the Robert E. Lee Building 
that would result in saving rent, contracting office services as well as technology services.  As leases expire, 
DFA indicated that they will consider the report’s recommendations and the availability of state office space.   
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Impact:  Improving Adult Prison-based Outcomes 

 

Opportunities for Improving the Outcomes of Adult Prison-based Intervention Programs  
(Issue Brief #1) 

The primary outcome targeted by adult prison-based intervention programs is a reduction in recidivism and 
its associated costs.  For purposes of its adult criminal justice benefit-cost model, Results First defines 
recidivism as “a conviction for a new crime.” In monetary terms, the benefit of a reduction in recidivism 
includes the dollar value of: 
   

• incarceration and other criminal justice system costs avoided; and  
 

• increased public safety through avoided victimizations, including costs to victims related to lost property, injury, 
or death, and damages due to pain and suffering. 
  

This issue brief sought to help policymakers to ensure that state dollars expended on Mississippi’s adult 
prison-based intervention programs are achieving the reductions in recidivism and associated long-term 
savings reported in the high-quality research literature.  In conducting this analysis, legislative staff used 
the Results First approach to:   

• create an inventory, as of November 30, 2016, of prison-based intervention programs offered by each of the 
state’s twenty-one adult correctional facilities in housing inmates in state custody; 
  

• identify which of the programs in the inventory are supported by high-quality research documenting their 
effectiveness in reducing recidivism if implemented with fidelity to program design;  
 

• rank the programs supported by high quality research by order of their cost-effectiveness; and  
 

• identify which programs have no known high-quality research supporting them. 
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Impact:  Legislative Support 

 

Legislative Assistance 

PEER Committee rules state that PEER staff will provide assistance to any legislator or legislative 
committee upon request.  During FY 2017, PEER staff completed 120 legislative assistance projects, 
ranging from simple information and data requests to more complex direct assistance on behalf of 
committees or subcommittees.  The following list illustrates the types of assistance provided by PEER staff: 
 

• staff assistance on the economic impact of a state lottery; 
• an analysis of ad valorem taxes paid by lessors of state leased property; 
• outsourcing of highway maintenance functions;  
• reverse auctions and procurements; and 
• engineering services and competitive bids. 

 

Appointee Background Investigations 

Since 1977, Senate committees have routinely requested PEER staff to conduct background investigations 
of appointees to assess each appointee’s compliance with statutory qualifications and general fitness to 
hold office prior to their consideration for advice and consent of the Senate.  During FY 2017, PEER staff 
completed 100 background investigations of gubernatorial and other appointees appointed to the following 
state boards or commissions.  Some of the more notable background investigations included appointees 
to the following: 
 
• Board of Education; 
• State Board of Health; 
• State Personnel Board; 
• Board of Mental Health, and 
• selected state agency executive directors. 
 

Performance Accountability 

During FY 2017, PEER staff were actively involved in assisting legislative leadership in reinvigorating the 
state’s program budgeting efforts.  Specifically, PEER staff assisted legislative leadership by: 

 
• providing support in the development of briefings and webinars made to national organizations, such as the 

National Conference of State Legislatures, the Pew-MacArthur Results First Initiative, and the Council of State 
Governments, describing Mississippi’s performance budgeting revitalization effort; 

• continuing implementation of the Results First Initiative in Mississippi by identifying adult correctional system 
intervention programs with no evidence basis or proven through evidence-based research to be ineffective in 
reducing recidivism and working with the legislature and the Department of Corrections to move resources from 
such programs into intervention programs proven to work; and 

• continuing development of accountability program inventories in each of the four pilot agencies (Corrections, 
Education, Health, and Transportation) established in H.B. 677 (2014 Regular Session). 
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